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Dganit Blechner: Shining Rose /  

Mixed media, acrylic on canvas with crystal dust /  

150 x 120 cm / 2018 

 

 

DGANIT BLECHNER 

Biography 

Dganit Blechner (1957) is a highly appreciated Pop Art artist. Her bright and cheerful use of colours 

combined with extraordinary compositions gained her a world-wide reputation. Dganit combines a 

variety of techniques and various kinds of media. Complex laser-cuts of wood and transparent fabric 

are done by hand with her personal touch, finishing the work using acrylic, oil and car paints.  

Dganit was amongst the first artists to integrate video art in a traditional artwork. Her artwork can 

be seen in private collections and galleries all over the world. 

 

FRANCOISE ABRAHAM 

Françoise Abraham has been dancing since the age of six, trained by professors from the Paris 

Opera, in ballet and contemporary dance. She will be forever marked by the symbiosis of life in 

motion. The shape in space with imagination, fancy, exuberance, lightness, roundness and humour: 

these are the few words that represent her work’s personality. 

Françoise Abraham brings life to her sculptures and make them dance. Demanding, she produces 

elongated shapes full of sensuality and tenderness. Her feminine figures propel themselves into 

space with energy, and curiously, even though she takes pleasure in cultivating their curves, her 

Françoise Abraham: SHOPPING ROUGE /  

Resin 71 x 550 x 320 mm 
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sculptures demonstrate an astonishing lightness. The surprising colours of the bronze’s patinas play 

with light to provide an extra brilliance and a touching sensuality. 

The World of Françoise Abraham sparkles with « joie de vivre » (joy of living and touch of madness). 

Her sculptures in coloured resin show us how her imaginative vivacity tends to infinity. Her designs 

are unique, and each piece retains its original feature, such as a painting in three dimensions. 

Françoise has the ability to marvel us thanks to her imaginary and each of her creations invites us 

at the height of an extraordinary journey. 

She continues her ongoing research with accessories that accompany her figures and emphasize 

even more her expression to a greater freedom. Between technical skills and creativity, Françoise 

Abraham knows how to protect this great little spark which gives to life a different fragrance… 

 

MICHAEL WAIZMANN 

Michael Waizman was born in 1966 in the Galilee. 

From an early age Michael directed his energy and creative talent towards various art forms. 

Michael’s distinctive technique is built upon a number of phases: collage, silk printing, drawing, 

painting and digital printing. 

This technique creates remarkable, rich and striking images that immediately impress art lovers and 

aficionados. 

His work is sold in galleries around the world and is exhibited at art fairs in China, the USA, 

Singapore, Luxembourg and other countries. 

 

DEVIN MILES 

“My work moves people because it tells stories” 

Devin Miles is considered the most notable and successful artist of the Contemporary German Pop 

Art scene. His collages, which reflect history and pop culture, are the result of a technique he 

developed that combines silkscreen printing, airbrushing and painting on special grounds. The 

subjects of his pieces include Marilyn Monroe, James Dean, Romy Schneider, Sean Connery and 

Steve McQueen. 

Colour, imagination and an unstoppable inventive spirit relate the myths of the 20th century in 

new, glamorous ways, capturing them in picture: artist Devin Miles is a pioneer and the most 

notable and successful artist of Contemporary German Pop Art. He develops his artwork on hand-

painted plates of aluminium, wood and canvas using the techniques of photography, silkscreen 

printing, airbrushing and painting, casting immortal pop culture idols such as Brigitte Bardot, 

Audrey Hepburn, Muhammad Ali and John F. Kennedy in a fascinating new light. 

Devin Miles’ artwork pierces the beholders’ heart and has been reaching more and more art 

enthusiasts in Germany and abroad. His work is currently on display as serigraphs and unicums in 

nearly 80 galleries in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and other countries. One of the artist’s great 

achievements was when the German Museum Würth included his work in their collection in 2015. 

Art connoisseurs appreciate the richness and quality of his unmistakable artwork, which is gaining 

recognition. 
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